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Abstract This article discusses the use of design of com-

puter experiments (DOCE) (i.e., experiments run with a

computer model to find how a set of inputs affects a set of

outputs) to obtain a force–displacement meta-model (i.e., a

mathematical equation that summarizes and aids in analyzing

the input–output data of a DOCE) of compliant mechanisms

(CMs). The procedure discussed produces a force–displace-

ment meta-model, or closed analytic vector function, that

aims to control CMs in real-time. In our work, the factorial

and space-filling DOCE meta-model of CMs is supported by

finite element analysis (FEA). The protocol discussed is

used to model the HexFlex mechanism functioning under

quasi-static conditions. The HexFlex is a parallel CM for

nano-manipulation that allows six degrees of freedom

(x, y, z, hx, hy, hz) of its moving platform. In the multi-linear

model fit of the HexFlex, the products or interactions proved

to be negligible, yielding a linear model (i.e., linear in the

inputs) for the operating range. The accuracy of the meta-

model was calculated by conducting a set of computer

experiments with random uniform distribution of the input

forces. Three error criteria were recorded comparing the

meta-model prediction with respect to the results of the FEA

experiments by determining: (1) maximum of the absolute

value of the error, (2) relative error, and (3) root mean square

error. The maximum errors of our model are lower than high-

precision manufacturing tolerances and are also lower than

those reported by other researchers who have tried to fit

meta-models to the HexFlex mechanism.

Keywords Design of computer experiments � Design of

experiments � Compliant mechanism � Meta-modeling �
Plackett-burman design � Uniform design

List of symbols

XYZ Fixed reference coordinate system

T1 Input force port on Tab1

T2 Input force port on Tab2

T3 Input force port on Tab3

D1 Direction parallel to the connection beams in

the HexFlex

D2 Direction perpendicular to the plane that contains

the HexFlex on its relaxed configuration

s Vector of input forces and torques

r Configuration of the end effector

x, y, z Coordinates of a point in XYZ frame

hx, hy, hz Set of XYZ Euler angles

DOE Design of experiments

DOCE Design of computer experiments

CM Compliant mechanism

DOF Degrees of freedom

FEA Finite element analysis

PRBM Pseudo-rigid body modeling

1 Introduction

In traditional mechanisms, movement is achieved using

kinematic joints (cylindrical, spherical, prismatic, etc.) and
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links that are as rigid as possible. In contrast, compliant

mechanisms (CMs, [1]) are mechanical devices which

undergo elastic deformations to transmit motion, force or

energy from specified input ports to output ports. The main

advantage of CMs with respect to traditional rigid-link

mechanisms is that fewer parts and assembly processes,

and no lubrication is required.

Due to the complexity of their motion (which is actually a

deformation), CMs cannot be designed and directly analyzed

by traditional kinematic methods [2]. Computational meth-

ods which require fast appraisal of the CM response to

forces or, conversely, forces needed to bring the CM to a

given configuration are needed for real-time control of the

CM. Those methods usually imply the availability of a

closed analytical (input/output, I/O) function, which can be

computed directly and inversely. As a result of our work, the

closed-form analytical function was found and, in addition,

it is invertible around the operating point.

Two methods are used to relate CM deformations

against forces and/or torques [3]: (1) pseudo-rigid body

modeling (PRBM) and (2) numerical methods such as

shooting methods (SM), finite element methods (FEM) and

the chain algorithm [4]. In PRBM, the rigid body analysis

is extended to the flexible-body analysis by finding the

deflection of a flexible link by approximating closed-form

functions [4, 5]. This aspect considerably limits the appli-

cability of PRBM as the approximated model is usually not

accurate enough for precision applications [5]. On the other

hand, if a numerical method is used to model CMs, the

designer is basically solving a continuum mechanics

problem by a discrete (computational) strategy. Therefore,

the accuracy of the results critically depends on the reso-

lution of the discretization. Since each run of the numerical

solution requires considerable numerical processing, these

methods are not suitable for time-critical applications (e.g.,

real-time control).

The term meta-model refers to an approximated I/O

function to fit the I/O data produced by computer simula-

tions of a model. Meta-modeling has been used to model a

variety of complex systems. Reference [6] presents the

application of meta-modeling on helicopter tests. Appli-

cation of meta-modeling for vehicle testing analysis is

presented in [7]. More general examples of applications of

meta-modeling appear in Ref. [8, 9].

This article presents a design of computer experiments

(DOCE) methodology to generate meta-models of CMs

that synthesize a force (input)–displacement (output)

model of CMs working under quasi-static conditions. In

general, the lack of tools to model and analyze CMs is

recognized as an open research problem [5], and these tools

are actually required for real-time control. This method-

ology presents the advantages of DOCE that can be used to

fit meta-models of any type of CMs.

The structure of this article is as follows: Sect. 2 pre-

sents a literature review and contrasts the contributions,

Sect. 3 presents the proposed methodology and its scope

for force–displacement modeling of CMs under quasi-static

conditions, the case study ‘‘HexFlex’’ CM is developed in

Sect. 4, where the proposed methodology is applied to

obtain a mathematical meta-model that relates the actuator

forces at the input ports with the end effector configuration.

The mechanism, input factors (input forces), and their

levels are described in Sect. 4.1. Section 4.3 develops the

Fractional DOCE to determine the main factors. Section

4.4 presents the space filling DOCE and the meta-modeling

of the HexFlex CM by conducting FEA tests. Section 4.6

successfully validates the meta-model just obtained by

running 1,000 FEA tests and comparing their results

against the meta-model predictions. Sections 5 and 6

conclude the article.

2 Literature review, modeling of compliant

mechanisms

2.1 Meta-models

The term meta-model in computer experiments represents a

surrogate model based on the use of statistical techniques

to yield mathematical equations that approximate the

results rendered by computer algorithms such as FEA [10].

If the true nature of a computer analysis code is u = u(v)

with v being the input variables vector and u the output

variables vector from the computer code, then a surrogate

model (i.e., meta-model) of the computer analysis is

û ¼ zðvÞ with û being an approximation of the output

variables defined by a functional relation z(v) found sta-

tistically. This carries an approximation error or residual

defined as � ¼ û� u:

Meta-models have benefits in screening variables,

reducing design costs and optimizing designs [11]. They

are applied here to model the quasi-static behavior of the

HexFlex mechanism. The HexFlex is a six degrees of

freedom parallel CM with distributed compliance for nano-

manipulation designed at the MIT by Martin L. Culpepper

and Gordon Anderson [12, 13].

2.2 Force–displacement modeling of compliant

mechanisms

Topology and geometry optimization methods applied to

CMs allow to tune up shapes, dimensions and connectivi-

ties to achieve a good numerical value of a function which

evaluates the efficiency of the CM. The optimization relies

on the possibility of relating forces/torques versus posi-

tions/deformations in the mechanism [3]. For such purpose,
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structural optimization uses either PRBM or numerically

solved differential equations (FEA, SM, chain algorithms)

or a conceptual synthesis tool [14] in which a building

block approach is used to obtain a feasible initial design of

known size and geometry and fine tuned using optimization

methods. This literature review is focused on the analytical

and numerical methods used as modeling tools in the

analysis and design of CMs. A comparison of accuracy,

computational efficiency and usability of methods for large

deflection analysis of a cantilever beam (a specific CM

member category) under free-end point load cases has been

reported in Ref. [15], whose discussion and conclusions

about the accuracy and computational efficiency of the

studied methods are agree with our survey.

2.3 Pseudo-rigid body modeling

Pseudo-rigid body modeling is used to design CMs by re-

presentating compliant members by rigid link equivalents

paired with standard joints (prismatic and revolute) and

coupled with springs of appropriate stiffness [3, 14]. In this

way, the CM behaves as a mechanism (i.e., has degrees of

freedom) although strictly speaking no kinematic joints are

present.

In the designed device, the PRBM differentiates stiff

from flexible components. The first ones are modeled as

completely rigid while the latter ones provide mobility to

the mechanism (links coupled with displacement and tor-

sional springs, non-linear elastic beams, etc.). These hyper-

flexible members can be analyzed with closed differential

equations (e.g., flexural cantilever beam). A key step of the

PRBM is to estimate the equivalent application point and

equivalent elastic constant of the springs representing the

compliant elements, i.e., the topology, geometry and elastic

characteristics of the equivalent mechanism.

The PRBM approach is mathematically addressed under

linear and non-linear strain formulations. This means that

the strains are expressed in terms of linear and non-linear

displacements. From elasticity theory, strains can be for-

mulated as functions of the partial derivatives of the dis-

placement functions, and, usually, higher-order partial

derivatives.

The linear formulation neglects partial derivatives that

have an order or power larger than one. The following

articles present linear PRBM as a fundamental part of their

formulation: analytical models of revolute and translational

compliant joints are presented in Ref. [16]. In Ref. [17],

PRBM is applied in predicting the behavior of a nano-scale

parallel guiding mechanism which uses two carbon nano-

tubes as flexural links. The kinematic behavior was reported

to be 92.7 % accurate with respect to a molecular simula-

tion. In Ref. [18], the kinematic and force analysis of

compliant-driven robotic mechanisms is based on equations

that relate joint torques, joint angles and displacements. In

Ref. [19], the I/O model of a compliant micro-motion stage

equivalent to a parallel mechanism formed by three limbs

with rotational–rotational–rotational (3RRR) topology is

obtained replacing the flexures with equivalent springs.

Non-linear PRBM is based mainly on the application of

Euler beam models or deflection models based on the

Castigliano’s second theorem to model the flexible mem-

bers of the CM solving high order partial derivatives of the

strain formulation. The following articles present non-lin-

ear PRBM as part of their formulation: Ref. [20] discusses

conic section flexure hinges using Euler beam model and

Castigliano’s second theorem. Reference [21] introduces

an analytical approach to corner filleted flexure hinges

using the Castigliano’s second theorem. Reference [22]

develops a synthesis and analysis PRBM for the limit

configurations of a four-bar mechanism with an output

compliant link (one end pinned to the coupler, one end

fixed to the ground). The lumped compliance is modeled

by non-linear beam theory, allowing for large non-linear

deflections of the pinned end of the compliant link. The

model only applies for a given topology. In Ref. [5], PRBM

is enhanced to allow large deflections of elastic hinges.

Four elastic hinges (leaf spring, cross, notch, and Haber-

land) are modeled and a joint-based modular approach is

obtained. The modeling technique reported reduces the

time needed for off-line modeling and design but not

enough for real-time control. Reference [23] presents the

mathematical model derived from the second Castigliano’s

theorem, for a six degrees of freedom (DOF) CM. The

forward and inverse analyses of an open loop CM are

developed in Ref. [24] using numerical methods to solve

large deformations of the mechanism. Reference [25]

develops a mathematical dynamic model, based on large-

deflection beam models, for compliant constant force

compression mechanisms. In Ref. [26], a large deflection

analysis of compliant beams is presented. The method is

based on the Adomian decomposition method in which

differential equations are solved by a semi-analytical

strategy different from the Euler beam or Castigliano’s

second theorem formulations. The method is reported to be

efficient and accurate with respect to numerical and linear

solutions. However, it is exclusively formulated for canti-

lever-like compliant members.

A model obtained with linear PRBM can be usually

applied in real-time control but is restricted in precision

engineering applications because of its low accuracy [1, 5].

Non-linear PRBM is suitable for accurate modeling and

design, but it is not computationally efficient for real-time

control. At any rate, PRBM requires that the geometry and

loads of the elastic links allow for a closed-form analytic

solution. These considerations seriously hinder the appli-

cation of PRBM.
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2.4 Numerical methods

When the CM do not accept closed analytical force/

deformation solutions, and computing time is not an issue,

numerical methods are applicable for their analysis and

simulation. Reference [27] presents a procedure for the

optimal design of flexural hinges for compliant micro-

mechanisms. The optimal design is developed by coupling

a FEA model to an optimization algorithm. The optimi-

zation is intended to maximize the rotation of the hinges

under kinematic and strain constrains of the material of the

hinge. Because of its time expenses, a pure FEA modeling

of CMs is restricted to the design stage of the mechanism,

being excluded from real-time control applications.

Reference [28] presents a localized application of FEA

in CMs. In the design stage, two main steps are taken to

complete a force–deformation model: (1) The elastic

properties of the hinges are estimated by an independent

3D FEA. (2) The FEA-estimated properties are incorpo-

rated into a general CM model by the use of equivalent

beams. This hybrid model may be applied in a reduced

manner for real-time I/O models of CMs. The limitation

exists because the geometry of the zones in which the

equivalent flexible beam meets the rigid parts has a con-

siderable influence on the predictions of deformations and

stress concentrations of the CM.

Reference [29] presents the synthesis of CMs. The merit

of the article is that, unlike others, it extensively presents

the usage of highly non-linear finite elements, allowing the

modeling of very large deformations.

In Ref. [30], the stiffness properties of a (compliant)

notch hinge are computed using FEA relating the initial

and final mechanism configurations under known loads.

The procedure is only used to find the properties of the

flexures and not to find an I/O model of the CM.

Reference [4] presents the use of a generalized shooting

method (GSM) for the case of CMs with curved members.

The method preserves the computational advantages of SM

over finite differences and FEM: boundary value problems

are treated as initial value problems instead of relying on fine

discretization of the beam members to achieve high accuracy.

Summarizing, numerical methods such as FEM or SM are

useful in determining the deflection and stresses in CMs

because they allow to analyze CMs that have a geometry that

is not easily modeled using methods like the PRBM. However,

numerical methods cannot be used in a real-time scenario to

control CMs. For this purpose, an intermediate I/O model must

be estimated. This is the purpose of this investigation.

2.5 Contribution of this article

This article presents a new general procedure for modeling

CMs under quasi-static conditions by DOCE methodology.

The proposed approach allows the modeling of CMs that

have lumped or distributed compliance with simple or

complex geometry. The main advantages of the proposed

approach with respect to traditional modeling methods

(PRBM, FEM, SM, chain algorithms) are:

1. The methodology is general enough to cover both

lumped and distributed CMs.

2. The obtained input–output model might be simple

enough to be used in real-time control.

3. Real experimentation is replaced by computer simu-

lations reducing costs in product development.

It is clear that DOCE does not replace design of

experiments (DOE) (i.e., physically conducted experi-

ments). However, the pre-fitting of the model using DOCE

serves to identify and avoid ranges, interactions and limi-

tations that would make the DOE extremely expensive. As

an application of the methodology, the 6 DOF CM HexFlex

is modeled by finding an accurate model with respect to

FEA simulations.

The differences in application domains between PRBM,

numerical methods and DOCE techniques should be

remarked here: PRBM is only applicable to mechanisms

whose geometry can be decomposed into links for which

an closed analytical expression for force versus deforma-

tions is possible (e.g. uniformly extruded beams). Numer-

ical methods as FEM present no restrictions in the

geometry of the mechanisms or bodies being analyzed.

However, it is a slow method definitely not suited for real-

time applications. DOCE allows to calibrate systems (not

only mechanisms) and to obtain an I/O model which is fast

and accurate for the chosen operation point. In our case,

DOCE uses FEA as a subsidiary tool to carry the computer

experiments and therefore allows to tune up the I/O model.

In DOCE, if the mechanism or the operating point is

changed, a new DOCE model is required. In a typical

application of DOCE for mechanisms, a given mechanism

is calibrated or modeled via computer experiments. Next, it

is installed in the host device and then controlled via the

analytical I/O model previously obtained.

3 Methodology for meta-modeling of compliant

mechanisms

3.1 Design of computer experiments

In mechanism and machine science defining the configu-

ration of a mechanism is equivalent to determining the

positions of all moving points, or the location of all bodies,

or specifying all joint parameters, etc. In this sense,

defining the spatial configuration of a body (as the end

effector of a CM) is equivalent to determining six
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parameters, e.g. the three coordinates of a point and a set of

three Euler angles. In meta-modeling of CMs, we are

seeking a function f that relates the input forces and torques

(s) with the configuration (r) of the end effector:

f : s! r

s ¼ ½s1s2 � � � sn�T

r ¼ ½r1r2 � � � rm�T
ð1Þ

with m B n.

A redundant mechanism occurs when m \ n, while a

non-redundant one occurs when m = n. In our discussion,

we assume that the addressed mechanisms are not redun-

dant. We also recall that for an end effector taking an

spatial configuration, we have m = 6. The methodology

presented in Fig. 1 is proposed to model CMs under quasi-

static conditions using meta-models from computational

experiments. This methodology is based on results

obtained by numerical simulations of CMs using FEA and

is summarized as follows:

1. Define the topology and geometry of the CM. The

topology concerns the connectivity and joint types of

the CM. The geometry addresses the initial configu-

ration as well as the exact shapes and sizes of the CM.

2. Define the set of factor parameters. That is, the vector

of input forces (s).

3. Propose a meta-model of the CM. This model is

usually a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) polyno-

mial model, calculated in the vicinity of the operating

point. In Ref. [31], Rao states that MIMO regression

models are an extension of SISO ones, whenever they

have the same experimental design. Ordinary least

squares (OLS) can be used for each individual output

in independent manner. This usage has as a pre-

condition that the outputs be actually independent

from each other, while dependent on the input

variables.

4. Use a fractional factorial DOCE (e.g., Plackett–Bur-

man) to screen variables. The main factors are

obtained by computer experiments. Fractional factorial

DOEs can be used to screen n factors when the number

of runs is a power of 2 (i.e., 4, 8, 16, 32, . . .). The gaps

between these numbers widen considerably as n

increases [37]. Plackett and Burman deviced a frac-

tional factorial DOE in which the number of runs is a

multiple of four for any number n of factors (i.e., 12,

20, 24, 28,. . .) [32].

5. Use a space filling DOCE such as uniform design [33]

to fine-tune the mathematical model of the mechanism

by computer experiments.

6. Construct the surrogate model of the kinematics of the

CM.

7. Verify the accuracy of the meta-model using extra

experiments [10].

The previous steps define the scope of our article.

However, it must be kept in mind that actual experiments

must be conducted to fit an industrially applicable meta-

model. Our contribution permits to execute these experi-

ments with a minimum overhead cost.

3.2 Methodology scope

The presented methodology for modeling CMs is limited

to:

1. CMs that allow small displacements of its end effector.

2. Input forces and moments slowly varying in time

(quasi-static conditions).

3. The model is restricted to the neighborhood of the

operation point for which was calculated.

4. Although the proposed methodology is general for

CMs, the obtained force–displacement models are

specific for each individual case.

In spite of these limitations, the proposed force–dis-

placement modeling of CMs by DOCE is relevant for a

wide range of applications because most CMs are designed

for small displacements of its end effector under quasi-

static conditions, specially in compliant parallel nano-

manipulating mechanisms. Because of this, they can be

modeled by a low order Taylor series polynomial.

It should be emphasized that DOCE methodology is

suitable when a empirical input–output model is required

for a phenomenon or system which are fundamentally

Computer Experiments

Experiments design
matrices

Metamodeling

Virtual model of the
compliant mechanism 

Verify the metamodel

Main Factors and
interactions

End-effector poses

Compliant mathematical
metamodel 

Verified metamodel

Force actuation scheme

Experiment parameters:
-Number of runs
-Factors and its levels

Design Of Experiments
(Space filling design - Factorial Design)

Compliant mechanism 
topology and geometry

Fig. 1 Methodology for force–displacement meta-modeling of com-

pliant mechanisms
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difficult to model theoretically. We fit a DOCE model

which relates forces (inputs) to end effector configuration

(outputs) of a mechanism. The application scenario of such

a model is the real-time control of the mechanism in the

vicinity of an operating point. Because one is interested in

real-time control, an accurate but slow FEA model is out of

question. The DOCE model might be a linear, quadratic,

cubic, etc. approximation around the operating point.

DOCE allows to trim the polynomial model by neglecting

high level interactions if their statistical significance is low.

In this article, this trimming led to a linear meta-model.

Section 4 shows the meta-modeling of the HexFlex CM

under quasi-static conditions.

4 Case study: force–displacement meta-modeling

of the HexFlex mechanism

Applying the procedure described in Sect. 3, the HexFlex

parallel CM is meta-modeled.

4.1 The HexFlex mechanism

The topology and dimensions of the HexFlex are shown in

Fig. 2. The HexFlex composed of a triangular moving

platform, three tabs to provide an interface with the actu-

ators, and six connection beams between the moving

platform and the grounded zone (Fig. 2a). This mechanism

allows the spatial motion of the moving platform, then, the

end effector configuration is specified by six independent

movements (e.g. translation and rotation, on the X, Y and

Z axes) as shown in Fig. 3.

To control the moving platform, there are two actuators

in the external edge of each tab. For each tab, one actuator

acts in direction parallel to the connection beams (called

direction one and denoted D1) and, the other actuator acts

perpendicular to the tab (Z direction, D2) as in Fig. 4. Tabs

are denoted T1, T2, T3. The motion of an specific actuator

is denoted by the tab followed by the direction using the

convention shown in Fig. 4.

The actuators used in the experiments allow a force of 1

N. The positive direction of actuators for D2 coincides with

the direction in which Z is positive, and for D1 the positive

direction of actuators is as shown in Fig. 4. Forces which

vary slowly with time are assumed for the experiments

(quasi-static experiments). Planar and non-planar dis-

placements can be simultaneously achieved, by driving the

tabs inside the planes P shown as an example in Tab 3 in

Fig 3e. The material selected to model the mechanism is

Aluminum 7075.

To define the meta-model function, the vector of input

forces (s) and end effector configuration (r) are defined by:

s ¼ T1D1 T1D2 T2D1 T2D2 T3D1 T3D2½ �T

ð2Þ

r ¼ x y z hx hy hz½ �T ð3Þ

where the end effector configuration is defined by six

independent parameters: the coordinates (x, y, z) of the

moving platform center and a set (hx, hy, hz) of XYZ small

Euler angles. Euler angles represent the final orientation of

the moving stage as a succession of three rotations that take

place around an axis whose location depends upon the

preceding rotations [35]. However, in the case of small

Euler angles, the order of the X, Y and Z rotations do not

affect the represented orientation [36]. The input forces

(TiDj) correspond to the actuators in the tabs (tab i, force

direction j).

The reference frame or world coordinate system is

chosen to be at the center of the moving platform in its

relaxed configuration (Fig. 3a). The moving platform

coordinate frame is attached at its centroid. Therefore, in

the relaxed configuration, the reference frame and the

moving frame coincide.

Tab 3

Fixed Fixed

Fixed

Tab 1

Tab 2

Connection beam

Moving
platform

X

Y

Z

12
4.

5

20

8

1.27

40 1.
27

Units:
Thickness:

mm
3.05

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2 Six DOFs compliant mechanism [34]. a HexFlex components.

b HexFlex main dimensions
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4.2 Workflow of FE experiments and used software

packages

Figure 5 displays the assembly of computational tools to fit

the DOCE model of CMs. This model is a set of hyper-

surfaces (r1, r2, etc.) in the multidimensional space of the

input variables (s1, s2, etc.), as shown in the upper right

corner. The statistical fitting of the model (upper left corner

of Fig. 5) is carried out with MATLAB� code, using a

Plackett–Burman DOE. Such values are calculated by a

number of FEA simulations in ANSYS� (lower row of

Fig. 5) controlled from the MATLAB� programs.

ANSYS�, therefore, acts in this case as a FEA server

subordinated to MATLAB� programs.

Using the symmetry of the mechanism and the dimen-

sions shown on Fig. 2b, a sixth part of the mechanism was

modeled and meshed to make a geometric FEM model of

the mechanism (Fig. 6a). Using geometric transformations,

the mechanism was completed developing a symmetrical

mesh. Then the mesh was exported to ANSYS� using quad

shell elements to run the DOCE (Fig. 6b). The computer

experiments obtained the moving frame configuration

given a set of input loads on the tabs.

Operation ranges The selection of operation ranges for

the DOCE is based on the recommendations of the Hex-

Flex mechanism designers [34], corresponding to a force

range of ±1 N. As for the operating point for the HexFlex

mechanism, we adopted the usual one in the literature,

which is x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, hx = 0, hy = 0, and hz = 0.

It must be pointed out that, in addition to the reviewed

literature, the ranges, convenience of the operating point,

and elimination of high degree and crossed-influence terms

were verified by the series of computer experiments carried

out by the methodology applied in this article.

The upper and lower levels of each factor for the frac-

tional factorial and space filling DOCE are displayed on

Table 1. The factors or inputs of the experiments are

defined by Eq. (2) and correspond to the actuation forces of

the mechanism, which are the controllable input variables

(i.e., factors) of the experiment.

4.3 Fractional factorial DOCE

The statistical fitting of the model (upper left corner of

Fig. 5) is carried out with MATLAB� code, using a

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3 Six DOFs compliant mechanism in deformation. a Relaxed

position, b in-plane translations, c in-plane rotations, d out-plane

rotations, e out-plane translations and f deformed shape

T1D2

T2D2T3D2

X

Y

Z

T1D1

T2D1

T3D1

Fig. 4 HexFlex actuators direction

Fig. 5 ANSYS� as a FEA server controlled from MATLAB�
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fractional factorial DOCE. For this purpose, a Plackett–

Burman fractional factorial DOCE was chosen in lieu of a

26-3 despite its higher number of runs (namely, 12)

because of its higher resolution [37]. To screen factors, a

Plackett–Burman (PB) DOCE [37–39] with 12 runs is

made. Plackett–Burman designs are very economical and

efficient when only main effects are of interest.

Provided that interactions are negligible (a hypotheis

verified later using a uniform design of experiment), PB

DOCE can be analysed using Lenth and Daniel plots [37].

Other accepted methods of analysis are the mean squared

residuals and Bayes discrimination model determination

[37]. In this paper, Lenth and Daniel plots are used to

analyze PB DOCE and the assumption of negligible

interactions is verified using a uniform DOCE. A script was

developed to automatically generate the computer experi-

ments and their results. The DOCE matrix and the results

of each response are shown in Table 2.

To analyze the results of the PB DOCE, half normal

probability (HNP) (Fig. 7) and Pareto (Fig. 8) plots are

calculated. As an example, Fig. 8a means that x � (11.5�
T1D1þ 6� T2D1þ 6� T3D1) � 104: These analyses

provide a simple way to examine the response variables

(i.e., x, y, z, etc) and the relative importance of the factors

of the experiment. The Pareto plots results coincide with

half normal probability (HNP) showing that the main

effects are consequent with the symmetries of the topology

of the mechanism (Fig. 4). The symmetries of the mecha-

nism also made that some effects had the same value.

In addition to the Pareto plots and HNP analysis, another

way of looking at the resulting effects consists of using

Lenth’s plot [40]. The absolute values of the alias of the

effects (i.e., estimate of an effect also including the influ-

ence of one or more other effects (usually high order

interactions) in a fractional factorial DOE [38]) are ordered

in ascending order to calculate the median (m). Once the

median is calculated a pseudo-standard error (S0) is esti-

mated using the formula: S0 = 1.5 m. The pseudo-standard

error serves to define the margin of error (ME) and the

simultaneous margin of error, using the 0.975-quantile and

tg,m/3 of the t student distribution allowing fractional

degrees of freedom. The results for these analyses are

displayed on Table 3 and indicate which independent

variables (T1D1, T1D2, T2D2, T3D2, T2D1, T3D1) have

effects on which dependent variables (x, y, z, hx, hy, hz).

Because this is a fractional factorial design, we can only

screen at this point the existence of such dependency. Later

on, using a space filling technique we will confirm and

quantify them. The responses are affected as follows:

1. x and hz are mainly affected by T1D1, T2D1, and

T3D1.

X

Y

Z

A

Detail A. Fine Ansys mesh

XZ

Y

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 FEA model of the HexFlex Mechanism. a Sixth part of the

mesh. b FEM model in ANSYS�

Table 1 Studied factors

Factor Low level (N) High level (N)

T1D1 -1 ?1

T1D2 -1 ?1

T2D1 -1 ?1

T2D2 -1 ?1

T3D1 -1 ?1

T3D2 -1 ?1

Forces in Tabs of the HexFlex
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2. z and hx are mainly affected by T1D2, T2D2, and

T3D2.

3. y is mainly affected by T2D1 and T3D1.

4. hy is mainly affected by T2D2 and T3D2.

Also, it is evident that to obtain in-plane displacements

(x, y, hz), actuators should act in direction one (D1) and

out-of-plane displacements (z, hx, hy) are generated when

actuators act in direction two (D2).

4.4 Space filling DOCE and meta-model

of the HexFlex

The preliminary assumption of negligible second-order

effects was made in order to screen factors on the Plackett–

Burman fractional factorial design. Because such assump-

tion had to be verified, a surface response design needs to

be implemented to confirm the neglect of the second order

effects assumed in the PB DOCE. Amongst all choices

available, the uniform design was chosen because the

physics of the problem at hand prevented using center

points required by other response surface DOEs such as the

central composite design. In other words, the center point

would correspond to the relaxed configuration of the

mechanism where no movement is achieved.

To generate a valid meta-model of the HexFlex, a uni-

form DOCE [41] was used with the same six factors shown

in Table 1 and six evenly distributed levels (i.e., -1,

-0.6, -0.2, 0.2, 0.6, 1). A uniform design is a modifica-

tion of fractional factorial designs that provides scatter

design points in the experimental domain space. The design

matrix and the FEA output displacements were calculated

using ANSYS� (Table 4).

4.5 HexFlex mechanism meta-modeling

After running the space filling DOCE (Sect. 4.4), the next

step consists of choosing an appropriate approximation

model. Low-order polynomials have been used effectively

for building approximations in a variety of applications

including force–displacement modeling [42]. Here a sec-

ond-order polynomial with interactions is used for meta-

modeling an input–output of the HexFlex.

The chosen polynomial model for the input–output

meta-model of the HexFlex is shown on Eq. (4).

ri ¼ b0 þ
Xk

i¼1

bisi þ
Xk

i¼1

biis
2
i þ

Xk

i¼1

Xk

j¼1

bijsisj ð4Þ

where i ¼ j ¼ 1; . . .; 6; i \ j; si; and ri are components of s

and r, respectively, as defined in Eqs. (2) and (3).

The Placket–Burman DOCE analysis points out which

interactions of the behavior of the mechanism are not

important and are therefore negligible in Eq. (4). Also, from

preliminary experiments it is determined that the non-linear

terms of Eq. (4) do not influence the end effector motion and

are neglected. As consequence, the meta-model results in a

system of six linear equations for the x, y, z, etc. motions.

We obtained the force–displacement meta-model writing the

system of linear equations as a matrix equation (Eq. 5).

x y z hx hy hz½ �T

¼ ST T1D1 T1D2 T2D1 T2D2 T3D1 T3D2½ �T

ð5Þ

where ST (Eq. 6) is the matrix representing the input–output

first-order effects. Each term of ST is found using a least squares

regression [43, 44]. The units associated to the elements ST for

the HexFlex are lm/N for rows 1–3, and lrad/N for rows 4–6.

Table 2 Plackett–Burman DOCE matrix for 6 factors and 12 runs

Design matrix Responses

T1D1

(N)

T1D2

(N)

T2D1

(N)

T2D2

(N)

T3D1

(N)

T3D2

(N)

x (lm) y (lm) z (lm) hx (lrad) hy (lrad) hz (lrad)

1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 115,056 0.6 -862,976 0.0001 -0.0001 3.10176

-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -57,529 99,636.5 -287,659 -39.3596 -68.0656 3.10183

1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -3 -0.6 -287,655 -39.2665 68.1194 -9.30545

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -57,525 -99,636.5 -862,976 0.0001 -0.0001 3.10186

1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -3 -0.6 287,655 39.2665 -68.1194 -9.30545

1 1 1 -1 1 1 57,525 99,636.5 287,659 39.3596 68.0656 -3.10186

-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -115,056 -0.6 287,662 -78.6262 0.0539 -3.10176

-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -57,525 -99,636.5 287,659 39.3596 68.0656 3.10186

-1 1 1 1 -1 1 3 0.6 862,976 -0.0001 0.0001 9.30545

-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -57,529 99,636.5 -287,662 78.6262 -0.0539 3.10183

1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 57,529 -99,636.5 287,655 39.2665 -68.1194 -3.10183

1 -1 1 1 -1 1 115,056 0.6 287,662 -78.6262 0.0539 3.10176
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Fig. 7 Half normal probability plots. Placket–Burman DOCE for 12 runs and 6 factors for HexFlex quasi-static conditions

ST ¼

57:5 0 28:8 0 �28:8 0

0 0 49:8 0 49:8 0

0 287:7 0 287:7 0 287:7
0 39;313:0 0 �19;679:9 0 �19;633:3
0 0 0 �34;032:0 0 34;060:2

�3;101:8 0 3;101:8 0 �3;101:8 0

2

6666664

3

7777775
ð6Þ
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The scalability and symmetry of the discussed method

deserve the following comments: (a) a scaled copy of the

mechanism does not have the scaled I/O function of the

original mechanism. A reason for this behavior is that size

has effects on the flexibility of the material. (b) A scaled

copy of the mechanism accepts the same DOCE method-

ology proposed, to reach its I/O function. (c) The DOCE

method applied here does not make use of symmetries of

the modeled mechanism. However, we did use symmetries

in checking the values of the obtained coefficients (Eqs. 5,

6) with the purpose of finding possible modeling or cal-

culation errors. Symmetries helped us to find and correct

such procedural errors, reaching a meaningful equation.

Although it was not a goal for this article, future work

might include the consideration of mechanism symmetries

to find the coefficients (not only to check them).

4.6 Validation of the HexFlex meta-model

The resulting residuals patterns (i.e., error vs. predicted

values) were found to be aleatory and normally distributed

around zero leading to confirm that the error is additive. To

validate the accuracy of the meta-model, 1,000 random

experiments with uniform distributions and factor levels

between -1 and 1 N are made. The resulting forward

model is used to compare the estimations of the mechanism

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

T3D2

T1D2

T2D2

T3D1

T2D1

T1D1

0 2 4 6 8 10

T1D1
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T2D1
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T3D1

T2D1

T1D1

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8 Placket–Burman DOCE

for 12 runs and 6 factors for

HexFlex quasi-static conditions.

a Pareto coefficients for

x translation (9104). b Pareto

coefficients for y translation

(9104). c Pareto coefficients for

z translation (9105). d Pareto

coefficients for hx rotation.

e Pareto coefficients for hy

rotation. f Pareto coefficients for

hz rotation
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Table 3 Lenth’s analysis of six DOF HexFlex mechanism

x (lm) y (lm) z (lm) hx (lrad) hy (lrad) hz (lrad)

T1D2 0.17 0 575,314 78.63 0.05 0

T2D2 0.17 0 575,317 39.36 68.07 0

T3D2 0.17 0 575,321 39.27 68.12 0

T2D1 57,527.50 99,637.1 0 0 0 6.20

T3D1 57,531.50 99,635.9 0 0 0 6.2

T1D1 115,053.50 0 0 0 0 6.20

m 19.63 0 287,657 19.63 0.03 3.10

S0 29.45 0 431,486 29.45 0.04 4.70

ME 110.73 0 0 0 0 0

SME 265.34 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4 Uniform DOCE and results of the experiments

Design matrix Responses

Treatment T1D1

(N)

T1D2

(N)

T2D1

(N)

T2D2

(N)

T3D1

(N)

T3D2

(N)

x (lm) y (lm) z (lm) hx (lrad) hy (lrad) hz (lrad)

1 0.6 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.2 -23.00 0.00 -403.37 15,723.33 27,294.40 -8,057.19

2 -0.6 -0.6 0.2 1.0 -1.0 0.2 0.00 -39.85 172.88 -47,310.09 -27,294.38 5,583.32

3 -0.2 0.2 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 0.6 11.5 -59.78 -57.63 15,769.99 54,588.86 3,098.05

4 -1.0 -0.2 1.0 0.6 -0.2 1.0 -23.01 39.85 403.37 -39,390.09 13,647.29 6,831.66

5 1.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.2 69.02 79.71 403.37 -15,723.33 -27,294.40 -1,883.93

6 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -57.52 -19.93 -864.35 -116.71 -0.06 3,120.86

7 -0.6 0.2 -1.0 1.0 0.2 0.6 -69.02 -39.85 518.61 -23,596.69 -13,647.16 -1,838.28

8 0.6 -0.6 0.6 0.6 0.2 -1.0 46.01 39.85 -288.11 -15,816.67 -54,588.89 -635.59

9 -1.0 1.0 -0.6 -0.2 -0.6 0.2 -57.52 -59.78 288.10 39,483.43 13,647.20 3,120.87

10 0.2 1.0 0.2 1.0 -0.2 -0.6 23.01 0.00 403.35 31,610.14 -54,588.88 612.76

11 -0.6 0.6 0.2 -1.0 0.2 1.0 -34.51 19.93 172.86 23,690.01 68,236.09 1,872.51

12 1.0 -1.0 -0.2 0.6 -0.6 -0.2 69.02 -39.85 -172.86 -47,356.77 -27,294.41 -1,883.92

13 -1.0 0.6 -0.2 0.6 0.6 -0.2 -80.53 19.93 288.11 15,816.74 -27,294.44 646.99

14 -1.0 0.2 0.6 -0.6 1.0 -0.6 -69.02 79.71 -288.12 31,516.73 -0.05 1,883.92

15 1.0 1.0 0.6 -1.0 -0.2 0.2 80.52 19.93 57.61 55,230.10 40,941.61 -646.99

16 1.0 0.6 -1.0 0.2 0.2 -0.6 23.01 -39.85 57.61 31,563.44 -27,294.47 -6,831.66

17 0.2 1.0 -0.6 -0.6 0.6 -1.0 -23.01 0.00 -172.89 70,976.84 -13,647.30 -4,334.97

18 0.6 0.6 -0.6 0.6 -1.0 1.0 46.02 -79.71 633.86 -7,803.34 13,647.27 -635.57

19 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 -0.6 -0.2 46.01 0.00 57.62 7,896.70 -13,647.22 3,086.63

20 0.6 -0.2 0.2 -0.6 -1.0 -0.6 69.02 -39.85 -403.37 15,723.35 -0.04 1,838.29

21 0.6 -0.6 1.0 -0.6 -0.6 0.6 80.52 19.93 -172.86 -23,690.10 40,941.67 3,075.22

22 0.2 -1.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0 -11.50 59.78 57.64 -63,103.51 27,294.51 -3,098.05

23 -0.2 0.6 1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 46.01 0.00 -172.88 47,310.13 -27,294.50 6,808.84

24 -0.6 -1.0 1.0 -0.2 0.6 -0.2 -23.01 79.71 -403.35 -31,610.10 0.00 3,109.44

25 -0.2 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 0.2 0.2 -34.51 -19.93 -288.11 -15,816.74 27,294.44 -1,849.69

26 -0.2 -0.6 -0.6 1.0 1.0 -0.6 -57.52 19.93 -57.62 -31,563.37 -54,588.85 -4,323.57

27 -0.6 -0.2 -1.0 0.2 -0.6 -1.0 -46.01 -79.71 -288.12 7,850.04 -40,941.69 635.59

28 -0.2 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.0 0.6 -23.01 79.71 518.60 23,736.74 13,647.23 -612.77

29 1.0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.6 1.0 34.51 19.93 172.88 -23,643.42 40,941.70 -5,594.73

30 0.2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -0.2 0.6 -11.50 -59.78 -172.85 -47,356.81 27,294.48 -3,098.03
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configuration using meta-modeling against the FEA soft-

ware ANSYS�. The precision of the model is calculated

using three error criteria:

1. The maximum absolute error (MAXABS Eq. (7)).

2. The relative error between the meta-model and the

FEA model.

3. The root mean square error (RMSE Eq. (8)) over the

set of experiments.

The MAXABS and relative % of error allow to calculate

the local error. The RMSE provides good estimate of the

global error. The error between meta-model predictions

and ANSYS� results is shown in Table 5. The deformed

shape of the mechanism for one of the experiments made to

validate the accuracy of the meta-model is in Fig. 3f.

MAXABS ¼ maxfjwi �cwi jgi¼1;...;nerror
ð7Þ

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPnerror

i¼1 ðwi �cwiÞ
2

nerror

s

ð8Þ

where wi refers to x, y, and z or the corresponding angles

hx, hy, and hz as shown in Table 5. The maximum linear

absolute error is in the y direction (4.18 9 10-4 lm). We

compare this error with an ISO h6 manufacturing tolerance

calculated on a shaft of nominal diameter 50 mm (50 mm

-19
?0 lm) finding the error as acceptable. The maximum

relative error is in the y direction (0.621 %). This repre-

sents a better accuracy than that reported in Ref. [45] where

the HexFlex is analyzed using a virtual method based on

Euler beam theory and the results are also compared with a

FEA software, obtaining a maximum relative error of 3 %.

5 Discussion

5.1 Applicability to other mechanisms

Design of experiments, and DOCE, in particular, are

methods that can be applied to complex systems whose I/O

function is fully or partially unknown. A mechanism is not

different, in this sense, to a chemical or a biotechnological

process. DOCE is able to model other mechanisms, even if

they are not of the HexFlex types. The numerical models

obtained for different mechanisms will indeed be different

in the classification of input and output variables, sensi-

tivities, etc. However, the DOCE will still be valid in

finding the I/O function of such mechanisms.

5.2 Future work

The use of DOCE to yield a transfer function for real time

control of CMs has been addressed without considering

non-ideal conditions relevant to actual working conditions

of the mechanism. We could number a few of these non-

idealities: (1) deformation due to wear which would lead to

significant changes in dimensions, (2) shape variations due

to temperature changes and (3) hysteresis, or material

memory. We would expect the initially obtained transfer

function by DOCE to be adjusted during the operation of

the mechanism but we do not envision using neural net-

works to obtain CMs transfer functions because DOCE is

more efficient and less time consuming.

Due to the symmetrical shape of the HexFlex CM and

that it functions at a very narrow vicinity around the

operation point, the resulting low-order polynomial linear

meta-models obtained seem realistic and for that reason we

consider that it should be interesting to test other compliant

mechanisms with no symmetry to see whether linear

regression models are adequate or not statistically and to

consider using Kriging meta-models for larger experi-

mental areas [39]. In addition, it would also be worthwhile

to model well-known mechanisms (not necessarily CMs) to

verify that their already known transfer functions also

result from DOCE.

6 Conclusions

This article presents a computer-based meta-model for

force–displacement transfer function of CMs under quasi-

static conditions using DOCE. A case study is discussed in

the domain of a six degrees of freedom HexFlex CM. To

obtain the meta-model of the HexFlex, computer experi-

ments based on Plackett–Burman and uniform DOCE are

performed using FEA. The obtained meta-model of the

HexFlex is linear for the movement range of the mecha-

nism. The accuracy of the meta-model was calculated by

running 1,000 FEA-based computer experiments. The

values found in the experiment were compared against

those generated by the meta-model. The results of the

comparison can be observed in Table 5. They allow to

conclude that the chosen meta-model is consistent around

the operating point.

Table 5 Error between meta-model estimations and ANSYS� sim-

ulations for 1,000 random experiments with uniform distribution

MAXABS MAX (%error) RMSE

x (lm) 4.01 9 10-4 1.08 9 10-3 8.67 9 10-5

y (lm) 4.18 9 10-4 3.59 9 10-4 2.07 9 10-5

z (lm) 2.85 9 10-4 2.41 9 10-4 4.19 9 10-5

hx (lrad) 2.41 9 10-2 2.26 9 10-3 9.78 9 10-4

hy (lrad) 4.16 6.21 9 10-1 5.57 9 10-3

hz (lrad) 2.10 9 10-2 2.30 9 10-3 2.23 9 10-3
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The factorial DOCE permitted to identify/confirm

characteristics of the mechanism, such as the presence of

symmetries in the actuation and the quasi-static behavior of

the mechanism. A uniform DOCE was employed to fine

tune the model of the mechanism. The mechanism was

modeled using a low-order polynomial, because of its

quasi-static behavior and small displacements. The result-

ing I/O model of the mechanism allows having a transfer

function for developing real-time control. It should be

noted that the (linear) model obtained is easily invertible,

which adds to its applicability. However even if the model

obtained was not linear, its invertibility is guaranteed

because it is a polynomial approximation around the

vicinity of the operating point.

Nonetheless, DOCE is not intended to replace real

experiment-based DOE but to forecast/ignore possible

interactions and to fine-tune ranges, therefore, reducing

costs of experimentation and model/product development.
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